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The Most Common  
D&O Claim Misconception

If you were to ask a D&O claim analyst what is the num-
ber 1 most rejected D&O claim, the answer would be one 
seeking “bodily Injury and/or property damages.”  The 
reason for this is twofold.  First, “bodily injury” and “prop-
erty damage” claims are normally covered under a gen-
eral liability policy, subject to other terms and conditions 
of those policies.  The most common misunderstanding 
of insureds is that if the damage is the result of a board 
decision or misconduct, it should be covered.  However, 
if the damage is only bodily injury or property damage, 
they must look to the general liability policy.  This can be 
exemplified as follows:

Example 1
Board Decision
The board decides to install speed bumps throughout 
the association streets and the bumps are 2 inches 
higher than code.
Damage or Demand
Due to the height of the speed bump, one of the asso-
ciation members new Mercedes SL Coupe is damaged 
to the bottom.
Potential Coverage
The alleged property damage is possibly covered by 
the General Liability policy if the bump’s height is de-
termined to be negligent.  This would not be covered 
by the D&O, because of the Bodily Injury or Property 
Damage exclusion.

Example 2
Board Decision
The board decides to install speed bumps throughout 
the association streets and the bumps are 2 inches 
higher than code.
Damage or Demand
A group of association members sue the board and 
the association to compel them to remove the speed 
bumps as allegedly being in violation of height re-
quirements
Potential Coverage
The board will be defended by the D&O policy.  How-
ever, if the board loses, the policy will not pay the cost 
to remediate the bump height. This will not be covered 
under the GL policy, because the board’s decision was 
not an “occurrence” (unintentional or accidental act) 
and therefore not covered.
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D&o Claims:

Community Associations
2.

A unit owner 
sues to compel the 
board to purchase  

insurance.

1.
A vendor sues 

the board and the 
association for breach of 

contract.

4.
A unit owner’s 

tenant sues the board 
for wrongful eviction.

3.
The com-

munity manager sues 
the assocaition for slander 
seeking emotional distress 

damages.

Contact our team:
Joel W. Meskin,  

Esq., CIRMS
jmeskin@ 

mcgowanins.com

9.
An outgoing 

board president sues 
to challenge the validity of 

an election.

10.
A unit owner 

sues to challenge as  
assessment for a new pool.

8.
A unit owner 

sues because a  
volunteer sexually harasses 

a child at the pool.

6.
The associa-

tion’s doorman sues for 
wrongful termination.

5.
A unit owner 

sues to prevent the 
removal of trees in the  

common area.

7.
The property 

manager is sued for 
alleged unauthorized entry 
into a unit owner’s condo-

minium.

Do you want your 
association claim  

questions addressed  
or a claim scenario  

analyzed?
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